Guidelines for submitting a “Letter to the Editor”

1. If you disagree with certain statements of a paper published in JRNC either on line or in print, you may want to send a “Letter to the Editor”. Please send it directly to the official e-mail address of the Editor-in-Chief (Zsolt Revay <jrnceditor@gmail.com>). Please do not upload it through the JRNC Editorial Management system; if you do then it will be discarded.

2. Please give the full reference or DOI of the paper under question. List the sentences, as it appear in the paper, which you disagree with and state your objections with references if needed. If you detect signs of plagiarism, please support your suspicion with direct quotes from the papers with appropriate references.

3. Please provide only the scientific criticisms of the paper under question.

4. Your “Letter to the Editor” will be sent to the contributing author of the paper under question for his/her reply on the scientific criticisms that you raised.

5. The Editor-in-Chief may send both the letter and reply to one or both the reviewers of the paper under question and/or a new reviewer.

6. Both you and the replying author are entitled to only one letter. No subsequent letter from either of you, and co-authors, colleagues, superiors and others related to the paper in question will be considered.

7. Copyright issues concerning published articles will be handled following the COPE guidelines.

8. If your letter or the reply to it contains non-scientific items, such as judgements, emotions, internal and/or external politics, authority violation, personal attacks, derogatory statements about the authors and their abilities, past infringements, etc., then the Editor-in-Chief reserves the right to consult others as he sees fit and decides to either delete such statements or discard the entire letter and reply leading to no publication of either. No appeal to his/her decision can be made.
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